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We then proceed to describe new algorithms that accomplish such denesting
Algebraic Simplification and Denesting
Algebraic simplification is an important component of any symbolic manipulation system. In a general setting the simplification problem is undecidable (Richardson, 1968) . For important special cases, however, simplification may be feasible. Here we are concerned with simplification of expressions containing nested radicals; in particular, we wish to decrease the depth of nesting whenever possible. This process is called denesting. Two simple examples of formulas that denest are and Earlier work was done by Caviness & Fateman (1976) and Zippel (1977) . Zippel showed how to denest certain expressions containing square roots using only square roots in the denesting, but left open the question of whether arbitrary roots are of any use in denesting such expressions. In section 1 we develop the theory for denesting expressions that contain square roots. We show exactly when fourth roots enable denesting of expressions not denestable with square roots only. When we restrict our attention to denesting over the real numbers, we show in fact that no roots other than square roots or fourth roots are ever useful for denesting expressions containing square roots only, thus characterising the denestable expressions in this important case.
In sections 2-6 we then proceed to describe new algorithms that denest these expressions. The algorithm of section 2 handles certain simple expressions of arbitrary nesting depth, such as the following example of depth 3 , / 1 6 -2 @ + 2 J v = z / s + J m .
Section 4 adds the capability of fourth roots to the denested formulas. Section 5 extends the algorithm to handle rational combinations of such nested expressions, for instance Jiq7+JGg-J0+6J5, which denests to 0, despite the fact that no individual term denests. Finally, section 6 presents an algorithm that denests more complicated doubly nested formulas, such as A formula over a field K and its depth of nesting over K are defined as follows:
1. an element of K is a formula of depth 0 over K , 2. an arithmetic combination of formulas A and B is a formula whose depth over K is 3. a root of a formula A is a formula whose depth over K is 1 +depth(A).
Throughout the paper the word root always refers to the principal (positive real) root. A formula can be denested over K if it is equal to another formula of lesser depth over K . If K is not explicitly mentioned, the words depth and denest refer respectively to depth over Q, and denest over Q, where Q is the field of rational numbers. max(depth(A), depth(B)), and
Basic Theorems for Denesting
In this section we ask when a formula of depth 2 over some field K can be rewritten as a formula of depth 1 over K. Theorem 1, mcst of which is implicit in Zippel (1977) , shows that if ,/-can be denested using only square roots, then it can be denested introducing only one new square root. In addition, Theorem 1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition describing when such a formula can be denested.
Theorem 2 is analogous to Theorem 1 and covers the case when fourth roots help in denesting. Theorem 3 shows that roots other than square roots or fourth roots never help if all roots involved are real. but 6 is not,
hypothesis there is an s in K -(0) such that Since S E K , the discriminant 16azd4-16b2d4r must be a perfect square in K , or J z F r E K . 
&I.
Theorems 1 and 2 will be used in algorithms that denest formulas. Theorem 2 raises the possibility that roots other than square roots may be useful. In Theorem 3 we show that, with the exception of the fourth root of r, no additional roots are useful and that Theorems 1 and 2 cover all possible denestings. extensions of K . For example, ,/Tn does not denest using only square roots and fourth roots, but can be denested using an eighth root: JI+J-? = p. One may question whether this is really a simplification, or whether one would prefer to treat as ,/m and denest to , / -.
To simplify the proof of Theorem 3 we first prove five lemmas. Given a real extension of K in a particular normal form, Lemma 1 states that for any x in K with & in the extension, f i can be expressed in a simple form. Again, given the normal form, Lemma 2 states that certain roots of elements of K are not in the extension. Lemmas 3 and 4
,'
Whereas Theorems 1 and 2 hold for arbitrary extensions, Theorem 3 holds only for real 4 establish that certain real extensions of K can be placed in the normal form. Lemma 5 deals with the degree of an extension obtained by adding a prime root.
For similar results in the case when the underlying field K is Q, the reader is referred to Besicovitch (1940) and Richards (1974 PROOF. The lemma is proved by induction on n. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, each ri = 2, and there is a E K such that Ja,+la, = a J K . ''-) and write Thus assume r, 2 4. Let Observe that the hypothesis that K is a real extension is needed, since By squaring we get
LEMMA 3. Let K be a real extension of Q. Let n,, . . ., n, be powers of 2 and let
Let a,, . . ., ak be positive elements of K . Let 
PROOF. Renumber so that n, 2 n2 3 . . . 2 n,. Consider the sequence of extensions
Consider the first step at which the extension is not proper. Then by Lemma 2 we must be adding & for some i and 
PROOF. Any irreducible factor of xP-bP over the reals is x -b or of the form
, where w and 15 are complex conjugates. (This is because the complex roots of x p -bP = 0 are of the form wb, where w is a pth root of 1, and because
Suppose x p -bP could be factored over L . Since L is a real extension, any proper factor of x p -bP over L must be a product of some proper subset of its factors over the reals, and hence have a constant term of the form b', Herstein, 1975) .
As an example of the importance of the real assumptions, let 
., a:!!'\-1).
By the minimality of n,,
and [L(u;/"~) : L ( u~/ "~) ]
= p (by Lemma 5), a contradiction (see Herstein, 1975) . Thus each n, is a power of 2 . Thus e2 +f2p4'" = 0 implying that e = f = 0 or p4'" = -e2/f2, a contradiction. Thus, m , is in {2,4} and m i = 2 for i > 1, i.e. i = 1
Denesting Using Square Roots Only
The goal of the remaining sections is to present new algorithms that, whenever possible, rewrite a given formula with positive radicands as one that has a lower nesting depth over Q. (The algorithms will sometimes, but not always, denest formulas that have negative radicands.) Consider the following tower of fields:
where ri E K i . Every element of K i has depth at most i over Q. Consider Jr,, where r, E K,. This section presents an algorithm, based on Theorem 1, that rewrites r a s a formula of depth at most n over Q involving only square roots, whenever such a formula exists (even if the formulas have negative radicands).
Although the fundamental ideas appear in this algorithm, it is incomplete in three respects. Firstly, it does not permit the fourth roots of Theorem 2; this is rectified in Section 4. Secondly, the algorithm denests only single radicals from K,+l rather than arbitrary elements of K,,,; this is rectified in section 5. Finally, not every formula of depth n over Q can be expressed in the form of elements of K,; in particular, elements of K , can be written using only n distinct radicals. Section 6 rectifies this only partially, by describing how to denest arbitrary formulas of depth 2 over Q , and explaining why this technique does not generalise to depths greater than 2.
There are two ways in which & might denest using square roots only. The first way is that Jm-1 might denest. The second possibility is to find some field K containing only elements of depth n -1, containing a, b, and r,-,, and in which a2 -bb2r,-, is a perfect square. Then denests by Theorem 1.
In order to find the K in which ~~-b~r , -~ is a perfect square we attempt to denest , / = .
If we are successful we will find a field R, all of whose elements have depth at most n-2 and an element s in K such that J - This algorithm has a serious shortcoming: it requires exponentially many recursive invocations. However, closer inspection reveals that there are not 2' distinct arguments at the ith level of recursion, but only i + l , as 6 recurs repeatedly. Continuing the previous discussion of denesting A, the first level of recursion attempted to denest Jm-1 and J -.
Each of these radicands is in K f l p l , so r f l -l = c+d&, and a 2 -b 2 r , -1 = e+f&, for some c, d, e , f , r n p 2 E K,,-2. Thus, the only formulas that need be denested at the second level of recursion are a, d-, and J-.
In general, only one more argument will be added at each level of recursion.
This motivates the algorithm of this section. We assume for the remainder of this paper that there is an appropriate data type formula for representing formulas. The recursive algorithm takes as input 2 integers, n and m, and a list of m formulas, each of depth n over Q . The algorithm attempts to denest each of these, returning for each input formula either a denested version, or the input formula itself if it was unsuccessful.
Notice in the algorithm that it is assumed that each input formula shares the same value of if n 3 2; that is, the ith formula is of the form , / z $ . ..
The correctness of this section's algorithm is the subject of the next theorem.
THEOREM 4. Let m a 1 and n B 1. Given m formulas a, &, . . ., 6, where fi, f 2 , . . ., f, E K , , -, , procedure DENEST will denest a correctly, whenever a can be denested using square roots only, for all 1 < i < m.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on n.
Basis (n = 1): fi E Q , so denests if and only iff;. is a perfect square.
Induction ( n > 1): Let = a i + b i a , where ai, bi, r,,-2 E K,,-2, and suppose 3 can be denested to depth n-1 over Q using square roots only, that is, for some K all of whose elements are of depth at most n-2 over Q, such depth achieved using only square roots, and some cl, c2, . . ., ck E K . We can assume that K,,-2 c_ K . By Theorem 1, either &E K or Jx E K , that is, one of these two formulas denests. Each of these two radicands is in K,,-2, and each of these two formulas is passed in the recursive invocation so, by the induction hvoothesis. DENEST will denest one or both -. o What remains is a discussion of the running time of the procedure DENEST. Inspection of the procedure reveals that, as long as the formulas have size polynomial in n, the number of arithmetic operations will also be polynomial in n. Unfortunately, in general the formulas have size exponential in n, as is clear from the last two lines of the procedure: s depends on d [ i ] , the result of the recursive invocation, and there are two occurrences of s in DENESTC~], the result of the current invocation. We alleviate this problem in an (unfortunately) asymmetric way: although we require the inputs to be represented as trees, we represent the outputs as acyclic directed graphs (i.e. straight-line programs). This is unfortunate in the sense that the output cannot be given as an input for another level of denesting. Notice also that, unlike the arithmetic complexity, the bit complexity is not polynomially bounded, as the number of bits doubles at each recursive call due to the squaring involved in J m r .
Finding a Perfect Square Among Products of a Set of Numbers
Before proceeding with the next algorithm we present a straightforward technique for finding a perfect square among all possible products of a set of rational numbers. The result is used as the basis for the recursive algorithm in the next section.
Let rl, . . ., r,, be rational numbers. Let ii = rid?, where d, is the denominator of ri.
(Note that i i is the product of the numerator and denominator of r i . ) Then ni,, ii is a perfect square if and only if nicS r, is a perfect square. Thus, without loss of generality, let rl, . . ., r,, be integers.
In order to find a perfect square among products of r l , r2, . . ., r,, the greatest common divisor of each pair is determined, resulting in a set of integers pj that are pairwise relatively prime and for which each ri, 1 d i d n, can be written as a product of p i s .
Remove any pj that is a perfect square.
Next, for i = 1,2, . . ., n, replace ri by piai, where ai is a product of pi's, j > i. (This may involve renumbering the pi's.) In order to do this, if ri contains pi, j < i, then for the least s u c h j replace ri by rirj, remove any p i from this product, and iterate the process until ri contains pi only for j 3 i. (At this point renumber one such pj to be pi, if p i does not already occur in r,.) It is straightforward to verify that such a replacement does not change the existence of a subset whose product is a perfect square, and that such a subset exists if and only if some ri eventually takes on the value 1. The subset can be identified easily by retracing the steps.
The following application of this algorithm will be used in section 6. In the case where all ri > 0 we can determine if is in Q(&, . . ., 6) by locating perfect squares among products of r l , . . ., r,. On encountering a perfect square, if I , is involved, then f i is in Q(&, . . ., z). Otherwise delete some ri from the product, and repeat the process until f i is discovered to be in Q(&, . . ., G) or there are no perfect squares remaining. In the latter case & is not in Q(&, . . ., a) by Lemma 1 .
Denesting Using Arbitrary Roots
Consider again the tower of fields presented in section 2 (but in this section restricted to be subfields of the reals) and for all i 2 0, K , , = K,(&),
where I , E K , is positive. The goal of this section is to generalise the algorithm of section 2 so that it rewrites its input f i as a formula of depth at most n over Q, whenever such a denesting is possible, yet still has arithmetic complexity polynomial in n. By Theorem 3, the only useful additions to the algorithm of section 2 are the fourth roots of Theorem 2 (provided all subexpressions that arise are real). The solution is to deal with the formulas of the form ~-r ,~l ( a 2 -b z r ,~l ) implicitly, rather than generating them explicitly, by observing that the radicand can be expressed as the product (with a possible sign change) of the radicands of & and Jx Thus, the algorithm of this section will invoke itself with exactly the same lists of formulas as the one of section 2, but rather than trying to denest each individually, it will determine whether there is a subset of the formulas whose product (with a possible sign change) denests. The justification for looking at all subsets is given below in Lemma 6 , which states that a product .. In the basis, when all formulas have depth 1 over Q , the algorithm applies the procedure of section 3 to determine whether any subset of its input radicands has a product (with a possible sign change) that is a perfect square. If it finds such a subset it will identify it in the global array factor by setting JGfIJm i = 1 1, if the ith formula is in the subset 0, otherwise
The pending invocations will then use Theorems 1 and 2 and Lemma 6 t o denest the product specified in the array factor. Consider denesting the formula , / 3 -. The depth of this formula over Q is 3, so the global declaration needed is declare factor: array C1.31 of (0, 11, and the first invocation is DENEsT(~, 1, [JTm] ). This gives rise to the two , Hence it suffices to show that, under the hypothesis
This is done by a straightforward induction on k. c]
The correctness of the algorithm follows by taking m = 1 in the next theorem. where rn-2 E K n -2 , and ci, di E K n V 2 for all i E I . By Lemma 6, this product denests using only reals if and only if at least one of the following products denests using only reals:
Since 6 and 4-(for all i € 1 ) are among the formulas passed in the recursive invocation, the induction hypothesis says some such product will be denested correctly in some real extension of Q; assume it is one of the three products in Note that linear combinations of radicals is as general as rational combinations, since a product of radicals is itself a radical, and quotients of radicals can be eliminated using COP: *gates.
Consider the example JCQ+JtrJs-JWfi. 
Denesting Arbitrary Formulas of Depth 2
In this section we consider a slightly different tower of fields for i B 0, Q~+ = Q~<JII>,
where ii E Q is positive. Using the procedure of section 3, we can assume that # Qi for all i. What makes the field Qh different from the field K,, considered in section 4 is that any element of Qh has depth at most 1 over Q, for all h.
Let f E Qh. In this section we describe an algorithm that denests Jf using square roots only, whenever such a denesting is possible. As a formula over Q, f is the linear combination of as many as 2h different square roots, so the algorithm of section 2 is inapplicable to Jf. As a formula over Qh-1, however, f c a n be written as
where a, Thus, we can use the algorithm of section 2 to denest
